
Name:  ____________________________     Spelling List E-6

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Veronica was excited to get her driver's lisense.           1.  _________________

2.  The shirts were different sizes.    2.  _________________

3.  The construction crew entered the next building fase. 3.  _________________

4.  The singer had to cansel the show because he was ill. 4.  _________________

5.  Those children are very well-mannered.  5.  _________________

6.  She informed us of the recent change of plans. 6.  _________________

7.  Michael improved his math grade becuze he studied. 7.  _________________

8.  Her grandpa said, “Laughter is the best medicine.” 8.  _________________

9.  The city streets were slick from the evening rain. 9.  _________________

10.  I simply cannot except that excuse from you. 10.  _________________

11.  The team played hard so they wouldn't lose the game. 11.  _________________

12.  You need to finish your serial before you play.   12.  _________________
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13.  Do you ride your bicycle to school every day? 13.  _________________

14.  Fatima hid in the closset when it started to thunder. 14.  _________________

15.  With dignity the professor arrose to dismiss the class. 15.  _________________

16.  It took a forcefull yank to pull out that stubborn weed. 16.  _________________

17.  If you had to chose only one, which one would it be? 17.  _________________

18.  I hope my apology sounded sincere, since it was. 18.  _________________

19.  The distence is too far to travel on foot. 19.  _________________

20.  Jack was dedicated to building his triceps at the gym. 20.  _________________

Review Words

21.  Sarah watched the sparroe eat from the bird feeder. 21.  _________________

22.  Greg's motivation for finishing the project was strong. 22.  _________________

23.  The rilvalrie between the two schools was fierce. 23.  _________________

Challenge Words

24.  Henry sat in the desk adjasent to Olivia. 24.  _________________

25.  Make sure you always keep track of the scoars. 25.  _________________
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Veronica was excited to get her driver's    lisense.     1.  license

 
2.  The shirts were different    sizes.        2.  CORRECT

3.  The construction crew entered the next building    fase.     3.  phase

4.  The singer had to    cansel    the show because he was ill.  4.  cancel

5.  Those   children are very well-mannered.     5.  CORRECT

6.  She informed us of the   recent   change of plans.     6.  CORRECT

7.  Michael improved his math grade   becuze   he studied.    7.  because

8.  Her grandpa said, “Laughter is the best   medicine   .”        8.  CORRECT

9.  The   city   streets were slick from the evening rain.     9.  CORRECT

 
10.  I simply cannot   except   that excuse from you.      10.  accept

11.   The team played hard so they wouldn't   lose   the game. 11.  CORRECT

12.   You need to finish your   serial   before you play.     12.  cereal
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13.  Do you ride your   bicycle   to school every day?     13.  CORRECT

14.  Fatima hid in the   closset   when it started to thunder.     14.  closet

15.  With dignity the professor   arrose   to dismiss the class.     15.  arose

16.  It took a   forcefull   yank to pull out that stubborn weed.    16.  forceful

17.  If you had to   chose   only one, which one would it be?      17.  choose

18.  I hope my apology sounded   sincere   , since it was.      18.  CORRECT

19.  The   distence   is too far to travel on foot.       19.  distance

20.  Jack was dedicated to building his   triceps   at the gym.     20.  CORRECT

Review Words

21.  Sarah watched the   sparroe   eat from the bird feeder.       21.  sparrow

22.  Greg's   motivation   for finishing the project was strong.       22.  CORRECT

23.  The   rilvalrie   between the two schools was fierce.       23.  rivalry

Challenge Words

24.  Henry sat in the desk   adjasent   to Olivia.       24.  adjacent

25.  Make sure you always keep track of the   scoars   .       25.  scores
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